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In discrete maximization problems one typically wants to find an optimal
solution. However, in topics like ``alignment of DNA-strings,'' ``automatic speech
recognition,'' and ``computer chess'' people have been asking for finding not only
the best, but the k best solutions. Sometimes it becomes a problem when these k
best solutions are too similar. This similarity problem may be overcome by
demanding that the k solutions obey certain distance conditions. We investigate
the simplest case k s 2 and we look at valuated matroids. We present several
exemplary results, concerning also time complexity. These results are interesting in
themselves. But they are also good references for similar studies in other fields
with less smooth structures. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a discrete maximization problem f : M ª R. Typically one
 .   . 4wants to find some x g M with f x s max f y ¬ y g M . However, in
w xseveral topics like ``alignment of RNA- or DNA-strings'' 28, 29 , ``auto-
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w x w xmatic speech recognition'' 25, 26 , and ``computer chess'' 1]3 people
have been asking for finding not only the best, but the k best solutions.
Here k is a natural number greater than 1.
More precisely, k distinct solutions x , x , . . . , x in M have to be1 2 k
determined, such that
 4f x G f x G ??? G f x G f y , for all y in M y x , . . . , x . .  .  .  .1 2 k 1 k
There exist several technical k-best results for various discrete optimiza-
wtion problems. See for instance the references 16, 5, 19, 18, 17, 4, 7, 8,
x11, 24 .
Very recommendable is the Internet bibliography of Eppstein at http:
rr www.ics.uci.edur; eppsteinrbibsrkpath.bib 384 kilobytes large in
.November 1998 .
One important motivation for searching the k best and not only a single
best solution comes from the modelling process:
 .i Often some constraints of the original problem are difficult to
specify. In this case you may simply omit these difficult constraints and you
 .may solve the simpler remaining problem in a k-best mode. Among the k
solutions you choose the best one which satisfies also the omitted con-
straints. Of course this will not always work, for instance, when the original
problem is unsolvable. The hope however is that for k large enough the
approach works sufficiently often.
 .ii Sometimes you simply forget some constraints. When you finally
get k best solutions, there is the chance that at least some of them fulfill
also these forgotten conditions.
Frequently the k best solutions do not help much more than the best
solution alone would do. This happens particularly, when the second,
third, . . . , k th best solutions are merely copies of the best solution with
some small mutations. Especially human decision makers do not like when
their alternatives are too similar to each other. Consider for instance
someone who wants to buy a new car and only has the choice between ``car
A,'' ``car A with stereo radio,'' and ``car A with two ashtrays.'' Very
probably this person would not be happy with her or his limited alterna-
tives. In particular, similar solutions often have the disadvantage that
either all or none of them fulfill additional constraints for instance those
 ..that had been forgotten, see ii .
In computer chess several commercial programs have a k-variation
mode: not only the best but the k best moves according to the heuristic
.criteria of the program are computed. Settings with k s 2 or 3 are widely
used for analysing purposes. Often all these k proposals have the same
 . w xweak spot s due to some bias of the program 3 .
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Taking into consideration such practical experiences with similarity
problems, it is quite natural to look at the following modification of the
k-best task:
Find k best solutions x , . . . , x under the additional constraint that1 k
 . Udistance x , x G d for all 1 F i - j F k.i j
Here dU is an appropriate constant ) 0.
Some points have to be made more precise in this setting. First of all an
appropriate distance function on M has to exist. Second, there are several
possibilities to define ``k-best with distances G dU '':
 .i x is a best solution in M.1
X   . U4x is a best solution in M s y ¬ d x , y G d .2 1
Y    .  .4 U4x is a best solution in M s y ¬ min d x , y , d x , y G d .3 1 2
???
???
   .  .4 U4x is a best solution in y ¬ min d x , y , . . . , d x , y G d .k 1 ky1
 . k  .ii Maximize 1rk ?  f x .is1 i
 .   .  .4iii Maximize min f x , . . . , f x .1 k
 . Scenario ii may be appropriate if the boss s the person, who has the
.final choice between the k candidates decides completely at random.
 .iii would be a conservative criterion, if the boss is expected to make his
final choice under the influence of Murphy's law.
It is also imaginable to replace the strong distance condition ``distance
 . Ux , x G d for all i / j'' by some weaker average condition.i j
Interestingly, k-best questions with distance constraints do not seem to
have been investigated yet. In this paper we look at the simplest case
k s 2.
In Section 2 we derive several results for valuated matroids. Instead of
valuated matroids any other discrete setting might have been analysed.
However, matroids have the advantage that their structures are very
smooth exchange axiom, all local maxima are global maxima, the Greedy
.algorithm works . So it is rather easy to develop and analyse exemplarily
some basic strategies without having to do with ugly side effects all the
time. Our results on ``two-best solutions under distance constraints'' will
not automatically carry over from matroids to all the other topics. But,
they may be helpful as a starting point and reference for investigations in
other fields.
As a distance function on the set of all bases in a matroid we have
chosen half of the cardinality of the symmetric difference, i.e.,
1 1d B , B s a B _ B q a B _ B s ? a B ^ B . .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 22 2
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In the short Section 3 we present two examples with maximum spanning
trees in a medium size graph. Section 4 contains a discussion of several
ideas on k-best solutions under distance constraints.
It is possible to read Sections 2]4 independently of each other.
2. EXEMPLARY RESULTS FOR VALUATED MATROIDS
In the sequel, assume that E is some finite set. First, we recall the
following
E w x.  .  4DEFINITION 2.1 cf. 9 . Assume 0 F m F aE, and ¨ : ª R j y`m
 .is some map defined on the m-subsets of E. Then the pair M [ E, ¨ is¨
a ¨aluated matroid of rank m, if the following axioms hold:
E .  .  .V0 There exists some B g with ¨ B / y`.m
E .  .V1 For B , B g and e g B _ B there exists some f g B _ B1 2 1 2 2 1m
with
 4  4  4  4¨ B q ¨ B F ¨ B _ e j f q ¨ B _ f j e . .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
E  .  . 4The set B [ B g ¬ ¨ B / y` is called the set of bases of the¨ m
valuated matroid M .¨
E .Remark. A set B : with B / B is the set of bases of somem
 .matroid M s E, B defined on E if and only if the following strong
exchange axiom holds:
For B , B g B and e g B _ B there exists some f g B _ B with1 2 1 2 2 1
  4.  4   4.  4B _ e j f g B and B _ f j e g B.1 2
 .Thus, V1 implies at once that the bases of a valuated matroid M are¨
also the bases of a matroid M in the ordinary sense. In this case, we say
 .also that ¨ is a ¨aluation of M. Vice versa, if M s E, B is any matroid
E Ç .  4with B as its set of bases, then the map ¨ : ª R j y` given bym
0, for B g B,¨ B [ 1 .  .y`, otherwise
defines a valuated matroid.
 .EXAMPLE 2.2. Assume M s E, B is some matroid of rank m with B
E .  4as its set of bases and w: E ª R is some map. Define ¨ : ª R j y`m
by ¡ w e , for B g B, .~¨ B [ 2egB .  .¢y`, otherwise.
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 .Then M [ E, ¨ is a valuated matroid with B s B. Indeed, if B , B g¨ ¨ 1 2
  4.  4B and e g B _ B , then choose some f g B _ B with B _ e j f g B1 2 2 1 1
  4.  4  .and B _ f j e g B. Then equality holds in V1 .2
w xFor further examples of valuated matroids see 9; 10, Section 1 .
We shall also be acquainted with minors of valuated matroids. For a
 . X Xmatroid M s E, B of rank m defined on E and E : E with B : E for
X X  X X .at least one B g B the restriction M [ M ¬ E [ E , B is defined by
X  X4B [ B g B ¬ B : E . Moreover, for some independent subset I : E the
Y  Y . Y contraction M [ MrI [ E_ I, B is defined by B [ B_ I ¬ B g B,
4I : B .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume M s E, ¨ is a ¨aluated matroid of rank m¨
with B as its set of bases, suppose EX : E satisfies B : EX for at least one¨
B g B, and I : EX is independent. Put d [ m y aI and define
EX _ IX Ç  4¨ : ª R j y` /d
by
X Ç¨ A [ ¨ A j I . 3 .  . .
X X  X.Then ¨ is a ¨aluation of the matroid M s M ¬ E rI of rank d.
 .  .Proof. Axioms V0 and V1 are easily verified; for a detailed proof
w xsee Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 in 10 .
Finally, we shall make use of
U  U .PROPOSITION 2.4. If aE s m q n and M s E, B is the dual of
 . U  4some matroid M s E, B of rank m, that is B s E_ B ¬ B g B , then a
E UÇ .  4¨aluation ¨ : ª R j y` of M gi¨ es also rise to a ¨aluation ¨ :m
E UÇ .  4ª R j y` of M gi¨ en byn
¨U E_ B [ ¨ B , for B g B. 4 .  .  .
w xProof. This is 10, Proposition 1.4 . The strong exchange axiom guaran-
U  .tees that ¨ satisfies V1 if ¨ does.
To recall the first result concerning optimization in valuated matroids
we state the following definition which is some sort of variation of the
ordinary Greedy algorithm.
E Ç .  4DEFINITION 2.5. Assume 0 F m F aE and ¨ : ª R j y` is anym
y1 .map with ¨ R / B. The Greedy algorithm for E and ¨ is defined as
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follows:
E 4  .Step 0: Choose some B s e , . . . , e g0 1 m m
 .with ¨ B / y`.0
 4Step k : Assume that B s f , . . . , f , e , . . . , e1F k F m ky1 1 ky1 k m
is already determined and choose some
 .  4f g E_ B j e withk ky1 k
 4.¨ f , . . . , f , e , . . . , e1 k kq1 m
 4.G ¨ f , . . . , f , x, e , . . . , e1 ky1 kq1 m
 .  4for all x g E_ B j e .ky1 k
 4Put B [ f , . . . , f , e , . . . , e .k 1 k kq1 m
The Greedy algorithm works for ¨ if for all permitted choices of
E .  .  .e , . . . , e , f , . . . , f one has ¨ B G ¨ B for all B g . In this case,1 m 1 m m m
we say also that ¨ is admissible.
The following result characterizes valuated matroids in terms of the
Greedy algorithm.
E Ç w x.  .  4THEOREM 2.6 see 9 . Assume 0 F m F aE and ¨ : ª R j y`m
y1 .is any map with ¨ R / B. Then the following two statements are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .  .i M s E, ¨ is a ¨aluated matroid of rank m.¨
 .ii For e¨ery map h: E ª R the Greedy algorithm works for the map
E Ç .  4  .  .  .¨ : ª R j y` defined by ¨ B [ ¨ B q  h e .h h eg Bm
Remark. For our purposes, the most important statement of Theorem
E .2.6 is that the Greedy algorithm works for any valuation ¨ : ª Rm
Ç  4  .  .j y` . To determine some B g B with ¨ B G ¨ B for all B g Bm m
 .  .one has to compute the values ¨ B for at most 1 q m ? aE y m bases
B g B.
To optimize pairs of bases under distance constraints, we recall the
concept of the base graph of a matroid.
 .DEFINITION 2.7. Assume M s E, B is a matroid of rank m with B
 .as its set of bases. The base graph G [ B, K has B as its vertex setB B
and
 X 4 XK [ B , B : B ¬ a B l B s m y 1 4 .B
2  4as its set of edges. Let d : B ª 0, 1, . . . , m denote the metric inducedB
by G ; that is, for B, BX g B one hasB
d B , BX s a B_ BX s a BX _ B s m y a B l BX . 5 .  .  .  .  .B
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 .Remark. It is a trivial consequence of the strong exchange axiom for
 X.  .bases that d B, B as given in 5 is the length of any shortest path inB
G from B to BX for any bases B, BX g B.B
 .In the sequel, assume that M s E, ¨ is some valuated matroid of¨
rank m with B s B as its set of bases.¨
Next we state two useful results concerning optimal bases.
 X.  . XPROPOSITION 2.8. Assume B g B satisfies ¨ B F ¨ B for all B g B
 X.  X.  . Xwith d B, B s 1. Then one has ¨ B F ¨ B for all B g B; that is, anyB
local maximum for ¨ is also a global maximum for ¨ .
 X.  X.Proof. We proceed by induction on d B, B ; the case d B, B s 1B B
 X.is clear by assumption. Now assume d B, B G 2, and choose}accord-B
 . X Xing to V1 }e g B_ B and f g B _ B with
X  4  4 X  4  4¨ B q ¨ B F ¨ B_ e j f q ¨ B _ f j e . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  X  4.  4.By the induction hypothesis we have ¨ B G ¨ B _ f j e and there-
X .   4.  4.  .fore ¨ B F ¨ B_ e j f F ¨ B .
For B g B we put
r B [ max d B , BX ¬ BX g B . 6 4 .  .  .B
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume A g B satisfies ¨ B F ¨ A for all B g0 ¨ 0
ÃB , and suppose d g N and B g B satisfy¨ ¨
Ã Ãd A , B F d F r B . . .B 0
X Ã X X .  .  .Then there exists some A g B with d B, A s d and ¨ B F ¨ A for0 ¨ B 0 0
Ã .  .all B g B with d B, B G d. In particular, for d F r A one has¨ B 0
max ¨ B ¬ B g B , d B , A G d 4 .  .¨ B 0
s max ¨ B ¬ B g B , d B , A s d . 7 4 .  .  .¨ B 0
Proof. The second assertion is a special case of the first one; just put
ÃB s A . To prove the first assertion we assume without loss of generality0
Ã X .that d A , B - d; otherwise put A [ A . Choose A g B withB 0 0 0 1 ¨
Ã .  .d B, A G d such that ¨ A is as large as possible and}under thisB 1 1
 .condition}d A , A is as small as possible. Then we have A / A ,B 0 1 0 1
and there exist e g A _ A and f g A _ A such that0 1 1 0
 4  4  4  4¨ A q ¨ A F ¨ A _ e j f q ¨ A _ f j e .  .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1
 4  4F ¨ A q ¨ A _ f j e . .  . .0 1
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 .   4.  4.Thus we obtain ¨ A F ¨ A _ f j e . By the choice of A this is1 1 1
Ã X .possible only for d B, A s d; therefore A [ A satisfies what weB 1 0 1
want.
 .Now we are able to turn in case of k s 2 to model i as described in the
 .Introduction; that is after having determined some A g B with ¨ A G0 0
 .  .¨ B for all B g B we want to compute for given d with 1 F d F r A0
 .  .also some A g B with d A , A s d such that ¨ A is as large asd B 0 d d
 .  .  .possible. Note that then 7 implies that we even have ¨ A G ¨ B ford
 .all B g B with d A , B G d.B 0
We claim the following rather surprising.
<THEOREM 2.10. Assume the map ¨ is injecti¨ e, let A g B denote theB 0
 .  .  4uniquely determined base with ¨ A ) ¨ B for all B g B_ A , and for0 0
 .  .1 F d F r A let A g B denote the unique base with d A , A s d0 d B 0 d
 .  .  4  .and ¨ B - ¨ A for all B g B_ A with d A , B G d. Thend d B 0
 .A , A , . . . , A is a path in G .0 1 r  A . B0
 .  . Proof. Assume 1 F d F r A . In view of a A l A s a A l0 dy1 0 d
.  .  .A q 1 we have A l A _ A / B; assume x g A l A _ A .0 dy1 0 d dy1 0 d
Choose some e g A _ A withd dy1
 4  4  4  4¨ A q ¨ A F ¨ A _ x j e q ¨ A _ e j x , .  .  .  . .  .dy1 d dy1 d
8 .
  4.  4   4.  4and put C [ A _ x j e , C [ A _ e j x . x g A implies1 dy1 2 d 0
 .  .  .  .a C _ A G a A _ A and thus ¨ C F ¨ A by our choice of1 0 dy1 0 1 dy1
<  .  .A . Because ¨ is injective we even have ¨ C - ¨ A and thusBdy1 1 dy1
 .  .  .  .  .¨ A - ¨ C by 8 . Our choice of A implies a C _ A - a A _ A ;d 2 d 2 0 d 0
 .  .  .that is a C _ A s a A _ A y 1 s a A _ A . In particular, this2 0 d 0 dy1 0
 .  .  .means e f A and thus a C _ A s a A _ A q 1 s a A _ A .0 1 0 dy1 0 d 0
 .Therefore, once more by our choices of A and A we get ¨ C Fdy1 d 2
 .  .  .  .  .¨ A and ¨ C F ¨ A . By 8 this is possible only in case ¨ C sdy1 1 d 1
 .  .  . <¨ A and ¨ C s ¨ A . Thus by injectivity of ¨ we get C s ABd 2 dy1 1 d
 .and C s A . This means d A , A s 1 as claimed.2 dy1 B dy1 d
The last result seems to be of limited value because we have assumed
<that ¨ is injective. However, the following result states that everyB
<valuation ¨ differs only a little bit from some valuation w such that w isB
X  .  X.  .  X.injective, and for B, B g B with ¨ B - ¨ B one also has w B - w B .
We shall use this fact in Theorem 2.15 to generalize Theorem 2.10 to
arbitrary valuations.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Assume ¨ is an arbitrary ¨aluation, and suppose
 X.  . X  .  X.« ) 0 satisfies « - ¨ B y ¨ B for all B, B g B with ¨ B - ¨ B . Write
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E 4  .E s e , . . . , e and define the maps h: E ª R and w s ¨ : ª R1 N h m
Ç  4j y` by
h e [ 10yi , for 1 F i F N , .i
w B [ ¨ B q « ? h e . .  .  .
egB
<Then w is a ¨aluation such that w is injecti¨ e, and for B , B g B withB 1 2
 .  .  .  .w B - w B one has ¨ B F ¨ B .1 2 1 2
E .  .  .Proof. Write h B [  h e for B g . For B , B g B witheg B 1 2m
<   .  .. <  .  .B / B one has 0 - « ? h B y h B - « and thus w B / w B1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .by our choice of « . Moreover, in case of w B - w B we have1 2
¨ B y ¨ B F w B y w B q « ? h B y h B - « , .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .and thus ¨ B F ¨ B , once more by our choice of « .1 2
In Theorem 2.15 we shall prove a natural generalization of Theorem
2.10 for arbitrary ¨ by making use of Proposition 2.11.
< X XRemark. If ¨ is not injective and A , A g B with A / A satisfyB 0 0 0 0
 .  .  X .¨ B F ¨ A s ¨ A for all B g B, then one does not necessarily have0 0
 .  X .r A s r A .0 0
 .  4Consider, for example, the matroid M s E, B with E s 1, 2, 3, 4 ,
E E Ç .  44  .  4  .B s _ 1, 2 , and define h: E ª R and ¨ : ª R j y` by h 1 [2 2
 .  .  .0, h 2 s h 3 [ 1, h 4 [ 2;
 4  4y`, for e , e s 1, 2 ,1 2 4¨ e , e [ .1 2  h e q h e , otherwise. .  .1 2
 4 X  4Then A s 2, 4 and A s 3, 4 are bases of maximal value; however,0 0
 .  X .we have r A s 2 and r A s 1. Thus in case there are at least two0 0
bases of maximal value one should be interested to find some such
 .A g B such that r A is as large as possible.0 0
We want to point out the following rather interesting consequence of
Theorem 2.10 concerning the base graph of a matroid.
 .COROLLARY. 2.12. Assume M s E, B is an arbitrary matroid defined
on E and of rank m with base set B. Suppose A , B g B are fixed and put0 0
 .  .r [ r A . Then there exists some path A , A , . . . , A in G with0 0 1 r B
 .  .d A , A s i for 0 F i F r and B s A for d [ d A , B .B 0 i 0 d B 0 0
 4   4.  4Proof. Write A s e , . . . , e , A s A _ e j f for 1 F i F d0 1 m i iy1 i i
 .and some path A , A , . . . , A in G with A s B . Moreover, write0 1 d B d 0
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 .  4E_ A j A s a , . . . , a where k q d q m s aE, and define h: E ª0 d 1 k
R by
h e [ i q 10yi , for 1 F i F m , .i
h f [ yi q 10yiym , for 1 F i F d, .i
h a [ yd y i q 10ydyiym , for 1 F i F k . .i
E Ç .  4Finally, let ¨ : ª R j y` denote the valuation induced by h, thatm
is
¡ h e , for B g B, .~¨ B [ egB . ¢y`, otherwise.
<  .  .By construction, ¨ is injective, and one has ¨ A ) ¨ B for allB 0
 4B g B_ A . Moreover, for any i with 1 F i F d the set A is the0 i
 .  .  .uniquely determined base with d A , A s i and ¨ A ) ¨ B for allB 0 i i
 4  .B g B_ A with d A , B G i. Now Theorem 2.10 implies that fori B 0
 .d - i F r we may also choose A to be the unique base with d A , Ai B 0 i
 .  .  4  .s i and ¨ A ) ¨ B for all B g B_ A with d A , B G i.i i B 0
Next we want to prove a slight generalization of Theorem 2.10. To this
end we make use of the convex hull in a metric space.
 :DEFINITION 2.13. For A, B g B the con¨ex hull A, B in G isB
defined by
 :A , B [ C g B ¬ d A , B s d A , C q d C , B 4 .  .  .B B B
 4s C g B ¬ A l B : C : A j B . 9 .
 :Remark. For A, B g B the set A, B is indeed a convex subset of the
 . X X  :  X X:metric space B, d ; that is, for A , B g A, B one has A , B :B
 :  X X: X XA, B : If C g A , B , then one has A l B : A : A j B, A l B : B
: A j B, and AX l BX : C : AX j BX. Thus we obtain A l B : C :
w xA j B as claimed. See also 31 where base graphs are studied in the more
general framework of antipodal graphs.
The Principle of Dualization. Assume A, B are bases of M , and we have¨
 :}under certain assumptions}to prove that C g A, B , that is A l B
: C : A j B. If these assumptions hold for M if and only if they hold for¨
M U where ¨U is as in Proposition 2.4 and A, B, C have to be replaced by¨
E_ A, E_ B, E_C, respectively, then it suffices to prove one of the
inclusions A l B : C and C : A j B: If, say, C : A j B is verified, then
 .  .we also have E_C : E_ A j E_ B and thus A l B : C.
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<In the next result we want to study}in case ¨ is injective and forB
arbitrarily fixed B g B}the uniquely determined bases B g B with0 d
 .  .  .d B , B s d for 1 F d F r B such that ¨ B is as large as possible.B 0 d 0 d
This result will be of importance by studying the other models as described
 .in the Introduction. Theorem 2.10 just deals with the special case ¨ B )0
 .  4¨ B for all B g B_ B .0
<THEOREM 2.14. Assume ¨ is injecti¨ e and B g B is arbitrary. PutB 0
 .r [ r B . For 1 F d F r let B g B denote the uniquely determined base0 d
 .  .  .  4  .with d B , B s d and ¨ B ) ¨ B for all B g B_ B with d B , BB 0 d d d B 0
 4s d, and let D g 0, . . . , r denote the uniquely determined index such that
 .  .  4B s A is the unique base with ¨ A ) ¨ B for all B g B_ A . ThenD 0 0 0
we ha¨e:
 .  :i For 0 F d F D one has B g B , B .d 0 D
 .  .  .  .ii For 1 F d F D one has ¨ B - ¨ B , and B , B , . . . , Bdy1 d 0 1 D
is a path in G .B
 .  .  .iii For D q 1 F d F r one has ¨ B ) ¨ B .dy1 d
 .  :iv For D F d F r one has B g B , B .D 0 d
 .  .v B , B , . . . , B is a path in G .D Dq1 r B
 .  .vi B , . . . , B , . . . , B is a path in G .0 D r B
 .Proof. i Assume i is the smallest index with 1 F i F D y 1 satisfying
 :B f B , B . By the principle of dualization we may assume B ­ B ji 0 D i 0
 .B . Choose some x g B _ B j B . Then there exists some e g B _ BD i 0 D D i
s A _ B with0 i
 4  4  4  4¨ B q ¨ A F ¨ B _ x j e q ¨ A _ e j x . .  .  .  . .  .i 0 i 0
 .   4.  4.By the choice of A we have ¨ B - ¨ B _ x j e . Moreover, x f B0 i i 0
   4.  4.  .implies d B , B _ x j e F d B , B s i. Thus our choice of BB 0 i B 0 i i
   4.  4.  .necessarily implies d B , B _ x j e s i y 1 and therefore ¨ B -B 0 i i
  4.  4.  .¨ B _ x j e F ¨ B . On the other hand, our choice of i impliesi iy1
A l B : B : A j B , and there exist a g B _ A : B l B0 0 iy1 0 0 iy1 0 iy1 0
X  .and a g A _ B : E_ B j B with0 iy1 iy1 0
 4  X 4  X 4  4¨ B q ¨ A F ¨ B _ a j a q ¨ A _ a j a . .  .  .  . .  .iy1 0 iy1 0
 .  .   4.  X4.But then we have ¨ B - ¨ B - ¨ B _ a j a andi iy 1 iy 1
   4.  X4.d B , B _ a j a s i contradicting the choice of B .B 0 iy1 i
 . X  .  .ii Consider the matroid M s M ¬ A j B r A l B of rank D0 0 0 0
with the valuation
A ^ BX 0 0 Ç  4¨ : ª R j y` /D
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given by
X X X Ç¨ B [ ¨ B j A l B , 10 .  .  . .0 0
 . X X Xcf. Proposition 2.3 . Let B denote the base set of M and let d denoteB
the metric induced on its base graph. Then for all BX g BX one has
d X BX , A _ A l B q d X BX , B _ A l B s D. .  . .  .B 0 0 0 B 0 0 0
 .Thus by i and our choice of the bases B , B , . . . , B for any i with0 1 D
X  .0 F i F D the set A [ B _ A l B is the uniquely determined basei Dyi 0 0
X   . X . X X .Xin M with d A _ A l B , A s i such that ¨ A is as large asB 0 0 0 i i
X X . X X .possible. Therefore, Theorem 2.10 implies ¨ A - ¨ A for 1 F i F Di iy1
 X X X . Xand that A , A , . . . , A is some path in G . Thus the assertion follows0 1 D B
 .from 10 and the fact that
X X X Ç X ÇXd B , B s d B j A l B , B j A l B .  .  . .B 1 2 B 1 0 0 2 0 0
holds for all BX , BX g BX.1 2
Ã .iii follows directly from Proposition 2.9 with B [ B .0
 .iv Assume D F d F r. By the principle of dualization it suffices to
 .show: A s B : B j B . Suppose there exists some x g A _ B j B .0 D 0 d 0 0 d
Then choose some e g B _ A withd 0
 4  4  4  4¨ B q ¨ A F ¨ B _ e j x q ¨ A _ x j e . .  .  .  . .  .d 0 d 0
 .   4.  4.This means ¨ B - ¨ B _ e j x by the choice of A . Moreover,d d 0
x f B implies0
 4  4d B , B _ e j x G d B , B s d. . . .B 0 d B 0 d
   4.  4.By the choice of B we get d B , B _ e j x s d q 1 and thusd B 0 d
 .   4.  4.  .  .¨ B - ¨ B _ e j x F ¨ B contradicting iii .d d dq1
 .v Put
B [ B g B ¬ d B , B s D q d B , B . 4 .  .0 B 0 B D
X  .Then for I [ B _ B and E [ B j E_ B one hasD 0 D 0
 : X 4B s B g B ¬ B g B , B s B g B ¬ I : B : E . 40 D 0
 .By iv any B for D F d F r is contained in B ; this means in particulard 0
 . Y  X.that d B , B s i holds for 0 F i F r y D. Put M [ M ¬ E rI andB D Dqi
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define
EX _ IY Ç  4¨ : ª R j y` , /m y D
by
Y Y Y Ç¨ B [ ¨ B j I . 11 .  . .
If d Y denotes the metric induced on the base graph of MY, then for allB
d g N with D F d F r one has
d Y B _ I , B _ I s d B , B s d y D. .  .B d D B d D
Therefore, Theorem 2.10 applied to M Y and ¨Y implies that
 . YB _ I, B _ I, . . . , B _ I is a path in the base graph of M ; this meansD Dq1 r
 .that B , B , . . . , B is a path in G .D Dq1 r B
 .  .  .vi summarizes ii and v .
 .Now we want to show some generalization of Theorem 2.14 vi and thus
<also of Theorem 2.10 for arbitrary valuations ¨ ; that means, ¨ is notB
necessarily injective.
THEOREM 2.15. Assume ¨ is an arbitrary ¨aluation, and A g B satisfies0
 .  .¨ A G ¨ B for all B g B.0
 .  .  .i Suppose B g B is fixed, put D [ d B , A , r [ r B , and0 B 0 0 0
choose successi¨ ely B , . . . , B g B satisfying1 r
d B , B s d , for 1 F d F r , 12a .  .B 0 d
d B , B s 1, for 1 F d F r , 12b .  .B dy1 d
d B , A s D y d , for 1 F d F D , 12c .  .B d 0
 .such that under these conditions any ¨ B , 1 F d F r, is as large as possible.d
Then for any d with 0 F d F r one has
¨ B G ¨ B , for all B g B with d B , B s d. 12d .  .  .  .d B 0
 .  .ii For r [ r A choose A , . . . , A g B satisfying0 1 r
d A , A s d , for 1 F d F r , 12aX .  .B 0 d
d A , A s 1, for 1 F d F r , 12bX .  .B dy1 d
 .such that under these conditions any ¨ A , 1 F d F r, is as large as possible.d
Then for any d with 0 F d F r one has
¨ A G ¨ B , for all B g B with d A , B s d. 12dX .  .  .  .d B 0
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 .  .Proof. ii is of course the special case A s B of i ; thus it suffices to0 0
 .prove i . First note that Corollary 2.12 implies that B , . . . , B g B as1 r
<  .desired exist. If ¨ is injective, then Theorem 2.15 i is nothing but aB
 .reformulation of Theorem 2.14 vi . The general case will be treated by
 X.  .also using Proposition 2.11. Assume « ) 0 satisfies « - ¨ B y ¨ B for
X  .  X.  4all B, B g B with ¨ B - ¨ B , and write E s e , . . . , e where1 N
 4B s e , . . . , e , 13a .0 1 m
 4  4B s B _ e j e , for 1 F d F r . 13b . .d dy1 mydq1 mqd
E Ç .  4Now define h: E ª R and w s ¨ : ª R j y` as in Proposi-h m
tion 2.11,
h e [ 10yi , for 1 F i F N , .i
w B [ ¨ B q « ? h e . .  .  .
egB
< XThen Proposition 2.11 implies that w is injective and that for B, B g BB
 .  X.  .  X.with ¨ B - ¨ B one also has w B - w B . Moreover, for 1 F d F r
we get
 4w B ) w B , for all B g B_ B with d B , B s d , .  .  .d d B 0 14 .
d B , B s 1 and d B , B s D y d in case d F D. .  .B dy1 B D
 .  .By construction, we have ¨ B G ¨ B for all B g B fulfilling the condi-d
 .  .  .  .  .tions in 14 . If ¨ B ) ¨ B , then w B ) w B holds by the lastd d
 .  .  .  .remark. In case ¨ B s ¨ B the relation 14 follows from 13b byd
 .  .  .definition of h. Note that 12a ] 12c imply that B , B , . . . , B , . . . , B is0 1 D r
a path in G with B s A . Now, for any d with 0 F d F r let BX denoteB D 0 d
 X .  X .  .the unique base with d B , B s d and w B ) w B for all B gB 0 d d
 X 4  .  .  X .B_ B with d B , B s d. Then one has w B F w B . On the otherd B 0 D D
 .  .  X .hand, we have ¨ B s ¨ A G ¨ B by our choice of A and thus alsoD 0 D 0
 .  X .  .w B G w B , once more by 13b and the definition of h. Thus we getD D
 .  X . X <w B s w B and therefore B s B by injectivity of w . Moreover,BD D D D
 .  X X X .Theorem 2.14 vi implies that B , B , . . . , B is a path in G }with0 1 r B
BX s B . Thus, for 1 F d F r we get0 0
d B , BX s d, d BX , BX s 1 .  .B 0 d B dy1 d 14a .Xand d B , B s D y d in case d F D. .B d D
 . XTherefore, 14 implies by induction on d that B s B holds for all dd d
 4with 1 F d F r. In particular, for 1 F d F r and all B g B_ B withd
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 .  .  .  .  .d B , B s d we get w B ) w B . These B satisfy also ¨ B G ¨ BB 0 d d
  .  .  .as claimed. Note that in case ¨ B s ¨ B one has w B )Dy 1 D Dy1
 .  X .w B s w B ; thus the index D does not play completely the same roleÃD D
 .as in Theorem 2.14. However, to apply Theorem 2.14 vi it is only
X  X .  .important that B is the unique base with w B ) w B for all B gD D
X 4  . .B_ B with d B , B s D.D B 0
 .COROLLARY 2.16. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.15 i , the map f :
  .4  .  .0, 1, . . . , r B ª R defined by f k [ ¨ B is conca¨e; that means, for0 k
 .0 - k - r B one has0
1 1¨ B G ? ¨ B q ¨ B . 15 .  .  .  . .k ky1 kq12
 .  .In particular, if k F D is the smallest index with ¨ B s ¨ B and l G D isk D
 .  .  .  .the largest index with ¨ B s ¨ B , then one has ¨ B s ¨ B for any dD l d D
with k F d F l.
 .Proof. The last assertion is of course a trivial consequence of 15 and
 .  .  .the fact that ¨ B G ¨ B holds for all B g B. To prove 15 chooseD
e g B _ B and f g B _ B withky1 kq1 kq1 ky1
 4  4¨ B q ¨ B F ¨ B _ e j f .  .  . .ky1 kq1 ky1
 4  4q ¨ B _ f j e . . .kq1
By our choice of B we have}whether k s D or k / D,k
 4  4  4  4¨ B G max ¨ B _ e j f , ¨ B _ f j e . .  .  . .  . .k ky1 kq1
 .Therefore, 15 follows.
Concerning time complexity we can now prove
 .  .THEOREM 2.17. i To determine A , A , . . . , A as in Theorem 2.15 ii0 1 d
 .  .for some d with 1 F d F r A one has to compute the ¨alues ¨ B for at0
most
dy1
a aE, m , d [ 1 q m ? aE y m q m y j ? aE y m y j .  .  .  .
js0
F 1 q d q 1 ? m ? aE y m .  .
s O d ? m ? aE , 16 .  .
bases B g B.
1  .As is well known and easily verified, 15 implies
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .¨ B G k y j r k y i ? ¨ B q j y i r k y i ? ¨ B whenever 0 F i - j - k F r B .j i k 0
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 .  .ii Suppose B g B is fixed. To determine some A g B with ¨ A0 0 0
 .  .G ¨ B for all B g B and bases B , . . . , B as in Theorem 2.15 i forDq 1 d
 .  .  .D [ d B , A and D - d F r B one has to compute the ¨alues ¨ BB 0 0 0
for at most
dy1
b aE, m , d , D [ 1 q m ? aE y m q m y j ? aE y m y j .  .  .  .
jsD
s O d y D ? m ? aE , 17a .  . .
 .bases B g B. Moreo¨er, to determine B , . . . , B as in Theorem 2.15 i1 Dy1
 .one has to compute the ¨alues ¨ B for at most
Dy2 D D ? D q 1 ? 2 D q 1 .  .2 2b m , D [ D y j s k s y 1 .  .  6js0 ks2
s O D3 , 17b .  .
further bases B g B.
 .Proof. i By the remark following Theorem 2.6 some A g B with0
 .  .  .¨ A G ¨ B for all B g B is determined after at most 1 q m ? aE y m0
 .computations of values ¨ B for certain B g B. Thus it remains to prove:
If 0 F j - d and A , . . . , A are known, then A may be determined0 j jq1
 .  .  X.  X.within m y j ? aE y m y j computations. By 12a and 12b we have
E .  .  .to test those B g satisfying a B_ A s 1 and a B_ A s j q 1.j 0m
  4.  4These are exactly the sets A _ e j f with e g A l A and f gj 0 j
 .E_ A j A whose number is as asserted.0 j
 .ii As before, some A of maximum value is determined after at0
 .most 1 q m ? aE y m computations. If D F j - d and B , B , . . . , BD Dq1 j
E .are known, then to determine B we have to test those B gjq1 m
 .  .  .satisfying a B_ B s 1 and a B_ B s j q 1 whose number is m y j ?j 0
 .  .aE y m y j as in i . Finally, if 0 F j - D y 1 and B , B , . . . , B are0 1 j
  4.  4determined, then B is one of the sets B _ e j f with e g B _ Bjq1 j j D
 .2and f g B _ B whose number is D y j . Thus also the last assertionD j
follows.
Remark. As is easily verified}for instance by induction on d}one has
a aE, m , d s 1 q d q 1 ? m ? aE y m .  .  .
d ? d y 1 d y 1 ? d ? 2 d y 1 .  .  .
y ? aE q . 18 .
2 6
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 .So far we have considered model i . To study also other models in a
unified framework, we state the following definition which will in particu-
 .  .lar encompass the models ii and iii as described in the Introduction.
 .DEFINITION 2.18. Assume B / A : R, and X, F is some totally
2 ordered set. A map f : A ª X is called symnotone that means symmetric
.and monotone , if the following axioms hold:
 .  .  .S1 Symmetry: For all a, b g A one has f a, b s f b, a .
 .S2 Monotonicity: For all a , a , b g A with a - a one has1 2 1 2
 .  .f a , b - f a , b .1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .Note that S1 and S2 imply f b, a s f a , b - f a , b s f b, a for1 1 2 2
all a , a , b g A with a - a . For a symnotone function f : A2 ª X we1 2 1 2
  .  X.. Xare interested to maximize the value f ¨ B , ¨ B where B, B are bases
 .of some valuated matroid M s E, ¨ satisfying certain distance con-¨
straints.
In the following examples, R2 is endowed with the lexicographic order;
 .  .  .  .that is, for a , a , b , b g R one has a , a - b , b if a , a / b , b1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 4and for the smallest j g 1, 2 with a / b we have a - b .j j j j
EXAMPLE 2.19. Define f : R2 ª R2 by1
 4  4f x , y [ max x , y , min x , y . 19 .  . .1
Then it is clear that f is the appropriate symnotone function which1
 .corresponds to model i as long as for some fixed d G 0 there exists a
 .  .base A g B with ¨ A G ¨ B for all B g B as well as some A g B0 0 d
 .with d A , A s d. However, even if some such A , A g B do notB 0 d 0 d
X  X.exist, there may exist B, B g B with d B, B s d. This means that theB
  .  X .. X  X.maximization of f ¨ B , ¨ B for B, B g B with d B, B G d gener-1 B
 .alizes model i .
 4Put, for instance, E [ a , a , a , a , a , a , and let M denote the1 2 3 4 5 6
matroid defined on E of rank 3 whose Euclidean representation is given by
E .Fig. 2.1. By definition, a set B g is a base of M if and only if B is not3
 4  4contained in one of the two lines a , a , a , a , a , a , a . Define w:1 2 5 3 4 5 6
E Ç .  4E ª R and ¨ : ª R j y` by3
w a [ 14, w a [ 8, w a [ 5, .  .  .1 2 3
w a [ 3, w a [ 2, w a [ 1, .  .  .4 5 6
¡ w e , if B is a base of M , .~¨ B [ egB . ¢y`, otherwise.
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FIGURE 2.1
<  4As is easily verified, ¨ is injective, and A [ a , a , a is the uniqueB 0 1 2 3
 .  .base with ¨ A G ¨ B for all bases B. Put0
 4  4A [ a , a , a , A [ a , a , a ,1 1 2 4 2 1 4 5
 4  4B [ a , a , a , B [ a , a , a .1 1 3 4 2 2 5 6
 X.  X.Table 1 lists the pairs B, B of bases in M with d B, B s d forB
  .  X..0 F d F 3 and optimal values f ¨ B , ¨ B .1
EXAMPLE 2.20. Define f : R2 ª R by2
f x , y [ x q y. 20 .  .2
 .f is the appropriate symnotone function corresponding to model ii .2
EXAMPLE 2.21. Define f : R2 ª R2 by3
 4  4f x , y [ min x , y , max x , y . 21 .  . .3
 .f corresponds to model iii if one slightly extends this model as follows: If3
 .  . 2   .  .4   .  .4B , B , B , B g B satisfy min ¨ B , ¨ B s min ¨ B , ¨ B ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
 .  .   .  .4then B , B is considered to be better than B , B if max ¨ B , ¨ B1 2 3 4 1 2
  .  .4) max ¨ B , ¨ B .3 4
2  .EXAMPLE 2.22. For l, 0 - l - 1, define f : R ª R by f x, y [4 4
 4  .  4l ? max x, y q 1 y l ? min x, y . The larger l, the more important is the
 .best solution. l ª 1 corresponds to model i , l ª 0 corresponds to
 .model iii .
TABLE 1
d 0 1 2 3
X .  .  .  .  .B, B A , A A , A A , A B , B0 0 0 1 0 2 1 2
X  .  ..  .  .  .  .f ¨ B , ¨ B 27, 27 27, 25 27, 19 22, 111
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Before proving results concerning optimization of the value
  .  X ..f ¨ B , ¨ B for a symnotone function f under specified distance con-
straints, we state in case of f s f one more simple example which shows3
that in general one cannot expect such a nice result as Theorems 2.10 or
2.15.
 4EXAMPLE 2.23. Put E [ 1, 3, 4, 5 , and let M denote the matroid
E .  44defined on E of rank 2 with B [ _ 1, 3 as its set of bases. For2
 . <B g B put ¨ B [  e. Then ¨ is injective, and the base graph ofBeg B
M is given by Fig. 2.2.
Put
 4  4A [ 4, 5 , A [ 3, 5 ,0 1
 4  4B [ 3, 4 , B [ 1, 5 .1 2
 X.  X.Table 2 lists the pairs B, B of bases in M with d B, B s d forB
  .  X ..0 F d F 2 and optimal values f ¨ B , ¨ B .3
 .In the sequel, assume once more that M s E, ¨ is a valuated matroid¨
of rank m with B s B as its set of bases. The following result shows that¨
optimal pairs under distance constraints correspond in the sense of convex-
ity to some optimal base in B.
THEOREM 2.24. Assume f : R2 ª X is some symnotone map with ¨alues
in some totally ordered set, suppose 1 F d F diam G , and assume B , B gB 1 2
 .B satisfy d B , B G d andB 1 2
f ¨ B , ¨ BX F f ¨ B , ¨ B , 22 .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2
X  X.  :for all B, B g B with d B, B G d. Then there exists some A g B , BB 0 1 2
 .  .with ¨ B F ¨ A for all B g B.0
FIGURE 2.2
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TABLE 2
d 0 1 2
X .  .  .  .B, B A , A A , A B , B0 0 0 1 1 2
X  .  ..  .  .  .f ¨ B , ¨ B 9, 9 8, 9 6, 73
 .  .Proof. Choose some B g B with ¨ B F ¨ B for all B g B such that
 .k [ d B , B is as small as possible. It suffices to prove: B l B : B :B 1 1 2
B j B . By the principle of dualization, the proof is finished once it is1 2
shown that B : B j B . Assume there exists some x g B with x f B j1 2 1
B . Then there exists some e g B _ B with2 1
 4  4  4  4¨ B q ¨ B F ¨ B _ e j x q ¨ B_ x j e . .  .  . .  . .1 1
  4.  4   4.  4  .Put A [ B _ e j x and A [ B_ x j e . Then we have ¨ B1 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .F ¨ A , because ¨ B G ¨ A . x f B implies d A , B G d and thus1 2 2 B 1 2
  .  ..   .  ..  .  .f ¨ A , ¨ B F f ¨ B , ¨ B by 22 . By S2 , this is possible only if1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .¨ A F ¨ B ; thus we have ¨ A s ¨ B . But then we have also1 1 1 1
 .  .¨ A s ¨ B ; this contradicts the minimality of k.2
Next we prove the following
THEOREM 2.25. Assume f : R2 ª X is some symnotone map with ¨alues
 .  .in some totally ordered set, and A g B satisfies ¨ B F ¨ A for all0 0
B g B. Suppose 1 F d F diam G , and assume B , B g B satisfyB 1 2
d B , B G d , 23 .  .B 1 2
f ¨ B , ¨ BX F f ¨ B , ¨ B , .  .  .  . .  .1 2
for all B , BX g B with d B , BX G d , 24 .  .B
 .  .such that under these conditions d B , A q d A , B is as small asB 1 0 B 0 2
possible. Then one has:
 .  :i A g B , B .0 1 2
 .  .ii d B , B s d.B 1 2
 .Proof. i By the principle of dualization, it suffices to prove A :0
 .B j B . Assume there exists some x g A _ B j B . Then there exists1 2 0 1 2
some e g B _ A with1 0
 4  4  4  4¨ B q ¨ A F ¨ B _ e j x q ¨ A _ x j e . .  .  .  . .  .1 0 1 0
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  4.  4  .  .Put A [ B _ e j x . Our choice of A implies ¨ B F ¨ A and1 1 0 1 1
  .  ..   .  ..  .thus f ¨ B , ¨ B F f ¨ A , ¨ B by S2 . On the other hand, x f B1 2 1 2 2
 .  .  .implies d A , B G d B , B G d; therefore, 24 yieldsB 1 2 B 1 2
  .  ..   .  ..f ¨ B , ¨ B s f ¨ A , ¨ B . However, we have1 2 1 2
d B , A q d A , B s d A , A q 1 q d A , B , .  .  .  .B 1 0 B 0 2 B 1 0 B 0 2
 .which contradicts our choice of B , B .1 2
 .  .ii Suppose d B , B ) d. We have B / A or B / A , sayB 1 2 1 0 2 0
 .B / A . As before, there exists some A g B with d A , B s 1,1 0 1 B 1 1
 .  .  .  .d A , A s d B , A y 1, and ¨ B F ¨ A . Then we haveB 1 0 B 1 0 1 1
d A , B s d B , B y 1 G d , .  .B 1 2 B 1 2
f ¨ A , ¨ B G f ¨ B , ¨ B , .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .and d A , A q d A , B s d B , A q d A , B y 1 contra-B 1 0 B 0 2 B 1 0 B 0 2
 .dicting again our choice of B , B .1 2
Now we can prove the following result which yields an upper bound for
 .the number of computations of values ¨ B for certain B g B to deter-
mine for given d g N with 0 F d F diam G certain bases B , B g B0 B 1 2
 .   .  ..with d B , B s d such that f ¨ B , ¨ B is as large as possible.B 1 2 1 2
THEOREM 2.26. Let f : R2 ª X denote some symnotone map with ¨alues
in some totally ordered set, suppose 0 - d F diam G , and putB
d
d [ .1 2
 .   .  ..To determine B , B g B with d B , B s d and f ¨ B , ¨ B G1 2 B 1 2 1 2
  .  X .. X  X.f ¨ B , ¨ B for all B, B g B with d B, B G d one has to compute theB
 .¨alues ¨ B for at most
d1 m aE y mc aE, m , d [ 1 q m ? aE y m q ? .  .   /  /t t
ts0
dy1
? 1 q m y j ? aE y m y j .  . /jst
d q12 d q1 11s O d ? m ? aE y m , 25 .  . .
bases B g B.
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Proof. In view of Theorem 2.25 it suffices to determine some A g B0
 .  .with ¨ A G ¨ B for all B g B and then B , B g B with A g0 1 2 0
 :  .  . XB , B , d B , B s d such that 24 holds for all B, B g B with1 2 B 1 2
 X.d B, B s d. Some A as desired is in view of the remark followingB 0
 .Theorem 2.6 determined after at most 1 q m ? aE y m computations.
 .  .By symmetry and the equation d B , A q d A , B s d, it sufficesB 1 0 B 0 2
to consider those B g B satisfying1
d
d B , A F s d . .B 1 0 12
By Definition 2.18, for any such B we have to look for some B g B with1 2
 .  :  .d B , B s d and A g B , B such that ¨ B is as large as possible.B 1 2 0 1 2 2
For any t with 0 F t F d there exist1
m ms /  /m y t t
subsets of A of cardinality m y t and0
aE y m /t
subsets of E_ A of cardinality t; thus there exist at most0
m aE y m
? /  /t t
 .bases B g B with d A , B s t.1 B 0 1
 .By Theorem 2.15 i , for any such B g B we may determine some1
 X X X .B g B as desired as follows: Choose some path B , B , . . . , B with2 t tq1 d
X  X.  X.A s B and d B , B s j for t F j F d such that any ¨ B is as large0 t B 1 j j
X  .as possible, and put B [ B . By Theorem 2.17 ii , this may be done2 d
within
dy1
m y j ? aE y m y j , .  .
jst
computations, which proves what we want. Note that we may now ignore
 .  .the term 1 q m ? aE y m in 17a , because A is already determined;0
 .however, in 25 the summand 1 before the inner sum has to be included,
 .because we have to compute also ¨ B for any B g B with 0 -1 1
 . .d A , B F d .B 0 1 1
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3. AN EXAMPLE WITH MAXIMUM SPANNING TREES
Consider the undirected graph in Fig. 3.1. It is a 6 = 6 grid with 60
edges, 30 of them in east]west direction, the other 30 in south]north
direction. The numbers 1, 2, . . . , 60 in the edges are the edge weights. Each
of these values occurs exactly once. Figure 3.2 shows the spanning tree in
this graph with maximum weight. Edges in the tree are indicated by aaa
 .instead of . . . . This tree T may be found by simple application of the0
Greedy algorithm. It is unique, as all edge weights are distinct. Let T be ai
 .tree with distance T , T s i and maximum weight among all trees at this0 i
 .25distance. The sequence T has been constructed with only smalli is1
 .computational efforts by application of Theorem 2.15 ii : each T differsi
from its ``predecessor'' T by exactly one edge pair. Table 3 lists theiy1
FIG. 3.1. The graph with its edge weights.
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FIG. 3.2. The maximum spanning tree T .0
exchange steps from T to T for i s 1, 2, . . . , 25. There is no tree TU iniy1 i
 U .the graph with distance T , T ) 25. The delta column in Table 30
w  .  .xcontains in row i the difference weight T y weight T . Observe thati iy1
the values in this column are all negative and monotonically decreasing.
This is no accident as was proved by Corollary 2.16.
Finally, Fig. 3.3 shows a tree S which has been chosen arbitrarily. Let0
 .S be the tree with distance S , S s i and maximum weight. As beforei 0 i
with respect to T , there is no tree SU in the graph with distance0
 U .S , S ) 25. By Theorem 2.15 each S is obtained from its predecessor0 i
S by an exchange of exactly one edge pair.iy1
Table 4 lists all exchange steps for the sequence S , S , . . . , S . As0 1 25
w  .  .xbefore, the delta column shows the differences weight S y weight S .i iy1
According to Corollary 2.16 these differences are monotonically decreas-
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TABLE 3
The Exchange Steps for T , T , . . . , T0 1 25
Step no. Insert Delete Delta
1 9 10 y1
2 25 28 y3
3 16 23 y7
4 22 30 y8
5 37 45 y8
6 21 31 y10
7 19 32 y13
8 15 29 y14
9 17 33 y16
10 27 43 y16
11 7 24 y17
12 14 34 y20
13 26 48 y22
14 12 36 y24
15 11 40 y29
16 8 39 y31
17 20 51 y31
18 13 46 y33
19 1 35 y34
20 18 52 y34
21 6 42 y36
22 2 44 y42
23 5 47 y42
24 3 49 y46
25 4 53 y49
ing. However, they are no longer all negative as S is not a tree with0
maximum weight.
4. DISCUSSION
v Assume M is a valuated matroid in which all bases have different
values. Then the second best solution x with distance G d to the best2
 .  .one x has distance exactly s d Proposition 2.9 in Section 2 . In other1
optimization problems this need not be true. However, if M is the vertex
set of an undirected graph, and distances are defined as lengths of shortest
 .paths in this graph, the following holds: Either distance x , x s d or the1 2
objective function f has a local maximum at x . Consider some valuated2
matroid with injective ¨-values and optimal solution B . Let B be the0 d
 .optimal solution under the side constraint distance B , B G d. In Theo-0 d
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FIG. 3.3. The comb tree S .0
rem 2.10 we have proved that B and B are neighbouring for all i. Soi iq1
 .the B , i s 1 to r B , form a path in the base graph of the matroid. Suchi 0
path results are not true in general. We give a nonmatroidal example with
 410 M s 0, 1 and Hamming distances H counting the coordinates with
.distinct entries . Let f be defined as follows,
f z s 10, f z s 7.5, f z s 5, .  .  .1 2 3
 .  .  .with z s 11111 11111 , z s 11111 00000 , z s 00000 00000 , and1 2 3
 .   .  . 4f y s max f z y H z , y ¬ i s 1, 2, 3 .i i
 .  .  .This gives for instance f y s 5 for y s 10101 01010 , as H y, z s 5,1
 .  .H y, z s 4, and H y, z s 5. f has its global maximum at z . In Table2 3 1
 .5 we have listed in row d the best y with H y, z G d. A ``*'' indicates1
when this element y is unique.
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TABLE 4
The Exchange Steps for S , S , . . . , S0 1 25
Step no. Insert Delete Delta
1 56 2 54
2 54 7 47
3 52 8 44
4 49 6 43
5 47 5 42
6 50 14 36
7 42 15 27
8 45 20 25
9 35 13 22
10 43 27 16
11 34 21 13
12 30 22 8
13 10 9 1
14 25 28 y3
15 16 24 y8
16 19 32 y13
17 37 51 y14
18 17 33 y16
19 12 29 y17
20 11 40 y29
21 26 57 y31
22 3 36 y33
23 18 53 y35
24 1 38 y37
25 4 46 y42
TABLE 5
 .  .  .d Best y with H y, z G d f y H y, z1 1
U0 11111 11111 10 0
1 11111 11110 9 1
2 11111 11100 8 2
U3 11111 00000 7.5 5
U4 11111 00000 7.5 5
U5 11111 00000 7.5 5
6 11110 00000 6.5 6
7 11100 00000 5.5 7
U8 00000 00000 5 10
U9 00000 00000 5 10
U10 00000 00000 5 10
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In this example the path property shows up at least piecewisely:
path for d s 0, 1, 2,
then y jumps to the local maximum z and stays there for d s 3, 4, 5,2
then path for d s 5, 6, 7,
then y jumps to the local maximum z and remains there until d s 10.3
v If we are interested to study optimal k-tuples under distance
constraints, Definition 2.18 may be generalized as follows: Assume B / A
 . k: R, and X, F is some totally ordered set. A map f : A ª X is called
symnotone, if the following axioms are satisfied:
 .T1 Symmetry: For all a , . . . , a g A and all permutations s g S1 k k
 .  .one has f a , . . . , a s f a , . . . , a .s 1. s k . 1 k
 .T2 Monotonicity: For all a , . . . , a , b g A with a - b for some i1 k i
 .  .one has f a , . . . , a , . . . , a - f a , . . . , a , b, a , . . . , a .1 i k 1 iy1 iq1 k
Optimization of symnotone functions in more than two variables will be
studied in forthcoming papers. One new problem in case k G 3 appears,
 .because in the exchange condition V1 for valuated matroids a sum of two
terms appears on each side; this has been exploited during the whole of
Section 2, and it is not quite obvious how some generalization in case
 .k G 3 may be treated. For very large k the question ``k-best with all
 .distances G d'' may be interpreted as a packing or coding problem with
 . w xstrange side constraints maximization of the f-values . See 15 for some
w x w xreasonable settings and especially also 14 and 27 for concrete examples.
v   . 4When the traditional optimization problem max f x ¬ x g M has
run time L then the k-best problem without distance constraints may often
 .be solvable in time O k) L or even faster. This k-fold-estimation may no
longer be a good rule of thumb when distance conditions are involved.
Typically these conditions will make the optimization task more difficult.
One possible way to specify this feeling is the following guesswork, related
to the concept of NP-completeness. Let a set M with a ``natural'' distance
function and an objective function f be given, also two constants cU and
dU , and consider three different questions:
 .  . Ui Is there some x in M with f x G c ?
 .ii Are there two distinct elements x and y in M with
  .  .4 Umin f x , f y G c ?
 .  . Uiii Are there x and y in M with distance x, y G d and
  .  .4 Umin f x , f y G c ?
 .  .Typically NP-completeness of i should imply NP-completeness of ii , and
 .this again should imply NP-completeness of iii .
v ``k-best'' versions of several polynomially solvable problems remain
polynomially solvable for each constant value of k. Things are going to
become difficult only when k is treated as a variable in the problem
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.specification. This may not be true when distances have to be observed.
For instance, the 2-best path problem under distance constraints is NP-
 .complete reduction from PARTITION .
v w xIn the book 12 of Garey and Johnson on NP-completeness several
k-best problems are listed. Roughly speaking, they may be divided into two
classes.
 .i Problems, where the k solutions have to be simply distinct:
 w x.k th largest subset pp. 114 and 225 in 12
 .k th best spanning tree p. 208
 .k th shortest path p. 214
 .k th largest m-tuple p. 225
 .ii Problems, where the k solutions have to be completely disjoint:
 .k disjoint connecting paths p. 217
 .k maximum length-bounded disjoint paths p. 217
 .k maximum fixed-length disjoint paths p. 218
Distinctness and disjointness may be viewed as two extreme distance
conditions: ``distinctness'' requires only arbitrarily small distances ) 0,
whereas disjointness may be interpreted as maximum distances. Of course
``disjointness'' is not automatically defined in any optimization problem. It
makes sense mainly in situations where every solution corresponds to some
w x .subset of a basic set, or more generally in antipodal graphs 31 .
v Several optimization problems can be solved by dynamic program-
 4nming approaches. See for instance the set 0, 1 with the objective
function,
ny1
f x , . . . , x s c x , x . .  .1 n i i iq1
is1
 .  .  .  .The constants c 0, 0 , c 0, 1 , c 1, 0 , c 1, 1 for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 may bei i i i
any real numbers. Hamming distances are a most natural choice for
n-dimensional hypercubes and n-dimensional products of other small
.sets . For functions like f as defined above the two-best solutions under
Hamming distance constraints can also be computed by a slightly more
.complicated dynamic programming construction.
v Our distance conditions had always been of the type ``find . . . with
distance G d . . . '' or ``find . . . with distance s d . . . .'' Sometimes another
relevant distance constraint might be
``find some y with d F distance x , y F d and . . . ,'' where 0 - d - d . .1 2 1 2
Such a setting may be helpful when the person who has the final choice
between x and y, does not like to compare solutions which are too
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 .different from each other hence dist F d , and of course also does not2
 .like when x and y are too similar hence dist G d . For example, think1
about some scientific congress. In one and the same section, different talks
should have their origin in the same field; but, on the other hand, two
different talks should not have most results in common.
v  .We always have been looking for pairs x , x with good f-values1 2
for fixed distance parameters d. In a slightly different setting one may try
 .  .  . Uto maximize distance x , x under the constraint f x q f x G c for1 2 1 2
U   .  .4 Usome f-parameter c or under the constraint min f x , f x G c .1 2
v In continuous optimization the two-best question without distance
constraints does not make too much sense: Either the global optimum is
not unique, or a second best solution does not exist. Look at the simple
 .example f x s x for all x in the closed unit interval of the real numbers.
The gap from continuous to discrete is bridged for instance when only the
extreme points of a convex polytope are considered as feasible solutions.
w xSuch a situation has been studied for instance in 22 .
v In many difficult discrete optimization problems it is almost impos-
sible to determine the global maximum within reasonable time. So, in
practice often heuristics and local search procedures are used to find at
least a ``good'' solution. Here one may also ask for ``k good solutions,'' and
particularly for ``k good solutions with sufficiently large mutual distances.''
One may design variants of the original heuristics for getting one good
.solution to get k good solutions of sufficient dissimilarity.
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